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INNOVATIVE DESIGN
A robust & powerful hand-held tool that tackles stairs, walls, 
countertops or any hard to reach areas.

ORBITAL TECHNOLOGY
The powerful motor provides added torque for extreme 
cleaning application.

DUAL ORBITAL DRIVERS
Increased cleaning efficiency and eliminates burns, gouges 
& swirl marks.

THREE FOOT HANDLE EXTENSION
For quick carpet spotting & hard to reach areas.

DUAL POSITION MOUNT
Allows for horizontal & 45 degree orientations.

GRAY BRUSH
This ultra soft upholstery brush is ideal 
for delicate surfaces. 

Each bristle is “flagged”, a technique 
that splits ends into multiple fine tips. 
Safe to use on headliners, leather and 
other more fragile upholstery and 
natural fine fiber carpets. 

AQUA BRUSH
This soft carpet brush is ideal for 
commercial carpet and stairs.

Featuring medium crimped bristles for 
a gentle yet thorough cleaning, each 
brush kneads and vibrates loose soil 
or debris.

WHITE BRUSH
This carpet + tile & grout brush is a 
must-have. 

Designed for vigorous cleaning & 
recommended for more heavy duty 
applications when compared to the 
Aqua Brush.  

BLACK BRUSH
This scrub brush is our most aggres-
sive brush and provides exceptional 
scrubbing poweron tough surfaces. 

Ideal for cleaning tile & grout, stone 
floors and truck bed liners.       

VELCRO DRIVER PLATES
For quick pad changing

AKWASTRIP PADS
The revolutionary AkwaStrip pad can 
strip wax off of wood, VCT and vinyl 
floors without using any harsh chemicals, 
just water!   

SUPERZORB PADS
Our exclusive, highlyabsorbent 
cotton-polyester blend pads specifically 
designed forthe Orbot Micro.

Thoroughly remove moisture, soil, and 
lift carpet pile allowing faster dry times.  

Specifications
POWER SUPLY 100-240V / AC / 220W    I   MOTOR  high-torque with metal cooling fan    I   SPEED 3000 oscillations per minute 

OUTPUT 1/3 HP / .25 KW / 6Ah   I   MACHINE WEIGHT 6.5 lbs / 2.9 kg   I  HEAD ROTATION Clockwise   I   PAD DIAMETER 4 in / 10.2 cm

ELECTRIC CORD 9.5 in / 24.1 cm, 16 ga   I   BODY MATERIAL Diecast, precision machined aluminum 


